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                            Get Animated PowerPoint Templates, Customizable Graphics, Videos, and Royalty-Free Music.
                        

                    
                        In a World Full of Boring Presentations,
                        Let Yours Shine!
                    

                          
                            
                              
                                TRY FOR FREE!
                              

                                    
                            

                          


           
             
               Quickly edit online templates and customizable designs to create amazing creatives that come to life for PowerPoint, Google Slides, Social Media, Teaching, and Marketing Material.

               
              Quick  Video Tour
              No design skills Needed!
              

            

         

        

      

    


          
          
              

                PowerPointPP Templates
                PowerPoint Animations
                Presentation Clipart
                Video Backgrounds
                BackgroundMusic
                Custom Graphics
                Free Word Cloud Maker
                Free Video Maker

              
          

          

        

          
             

            
               

               

            

          

             
        






  
    
      

  New PowerPoint Templates

      VIEW MORE



      

        


                        
          

            

              [image: Slides from Interactive Scrum Diagram PowerPoint]
        
        
                
                  Interactive Scrum Diagram PowerPoint
                      Download this Interactive scrum board diagram PowerPoint template for project management in the Agile framework.
                    

                    


                            
                        
          

            

              [image: Slides from Heroic Superhero Team - PowerPoint Comic Theme]
        
        
                
                  Heroic Superhero Team - PowerPoint Comic Theme
                      Unleash your inner hero with our dynamic hero team PowerPoint template! Visualize strength and courage.
                    

                    


                            
                        
          

            

              [image: Slides from Interactive OKR PowerPoint Slides]
        
        
                
                  Interactive OKR PowerPoint Slides
                      Effortlessly visualize objectives & key results with this meticulously crafted OKR PowerPoint template. Clear slides, engaging design. Get it now!
                    

                    


                            
                        
          

            

              [image: Slides from Interactive STEEPLE PowerPoint Slides]
        
        
                
                  Interactive STEEPLE PowerPoint Slides
                      Showcase strategic insights with our interactive STEEPLE business analysis PowerPoint template. Present key factors.
                    

                    


                            
                        
          

            

              [image: Slides from Make a Family Tree PowerPoint Toolkit]
        
        
                
                  Make a Family Tree PowerPoint Toolkit
                      This make a family tree PowerPoint template depicts familial relationships and ancestry.  Quickly build you family tree!
                    

                    


                            
                        
          

            

              [image: Slides from St. Patrick's Shamrock PowerPoint Theme]
        
        
                
                  St. Patrick's Shamrock PowerPoint Theme
                      Inject the spirit of St. Patrick's Day into your presentations with this vibrant animated St. Patrick's Day Shamrock - PowerPoint Template.
                    

                    


                            
                        
          

            

              [image: Slides from SIPOC PowerPoint Template]
        
        
                
                  SIPOC PowerPoint Template
                      This SIPOC PowerPoint Template depicts a comprehensive interactive SIPOC diagram for streamlining business processes.
                    

                    


                            
                        
          

            

              [image: Slides from Marketing Blueprint Plan PowerPoint Theme]
        
        
                
                  Marketing Blueprint Plan PowerPoint Theme
                      Download this Marketing Plan PowerPoint Template with nine blueprint themed slides.
                    

                    


                            
                        
          

            

              [image: Slides from Love Connection PowerPoint Heart Theme]
        
        
                
                  Love Connection PowerPoint Heart Theme
                      This Heart Themed Love PowerPoint Template depicts passion, elegance, and emotion. Ideal for Valentine’s Day presentations.
                    

                    


                            
        

      

 





    

  






      PROFESSIONAL DESIGNED & ANIMATED
 PowerPoint Template Themes & Slides

    Use in Microsoft PP 2010 - PowerPoint 365. Need Google slides Templates? Download a PowerPoint template and open it in Google Slides.

      
            
              We provide premium animated PowerPoint templates, customizable graphics, and designs to create outstanding presentations every time, in way less time.
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                      "PresenterMedia provides me with the ready-made tools to take my PowerPoint presentations to the next level. I get nothing but compliments for my creativity and innovation when it's really your product that is earning the praise. Thank you!" Teresa G

                  


 





    



  




    

        
      
        
            
          
              

        

        
          
              
          
          
          
                  *All Online Customization Tools are Included when you sign up! Try Free!
There are no additional fees and no monthly limits.

          

           

        

  
  
      SlideClips - 
Editable Video Templates

      

      
Quickly create eye-catching videos for PowerPoint, Google Slides, and More!

        


          Also, videos work great for social marketing posts, advertising campaigns, and video projects.

      
        
      GET STARTED NOW


        
      VIEW ALL SLIDECLIPS

      


  

            

            

          

        







    

  
    
      
      

    
    

        
      
        
            
          
              

        

      
          
          
            Online Customization Tools
      

    
      You Don't Need to be a Pro Designer to Look Like One.

    

      

      Add Customized Graphics to PowerPoint, Google Slides, Social Media, or Teaching Material.

      
            
            
                

                                
      VIEW MORE

            

            
                

                

                
                    


  
     
         
  


                                        
                              
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: Enhancing your slides with this fun vintage customizable design of an old west Wanted Poster. Change the text and images to fit your topic.]

                  
                

                                  
                  Custom Wanted Poster
Presentation Clipart



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                                        
                              
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: A color-coded infographic gauge is editable to represent your key performance indicators(KPI). Easily change the text and values/]

                  
                

                                  
                  Editable Infographic Gauge
Presentation Clipart



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                                        
                              
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: Home with real estate sign clipart. Change the wording on the sign.]

                  
                

                                  
                  Home Sale Sign
Presentation Clipart



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                                        
                              
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: A 3D wall clock clipart image with editing tools to customize the design and make it your own.]

                  
                

                                  
                  3D Wall Clock Clipart - Customizable Mockup
Presentation Clipart



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                                        
                              
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: A 3D Single Target Clipart with editing tools to customize the design and make it your own.]

                  
                

                                  
                  3D Single Target - Customizable Mockup
Presentation Clipart



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                            
                  
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: A 3D Sign On Hook Animation with editing tools to customize the design and make it your own.]

                  
                

                                  
                  3D Sign On Hook Animation - Customizable Mockup
PowerPoint Animation



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                                        
                              
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: A 3D Name Tag Clipart with editing tools to customize the design and make it your own.]

                  
                

                                  
                  3D Name Tag - Customizable Mockup
Presentation Clipart



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                                        
                              
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: A 3D Construction Helmet With Sign Clipart with editing tools to customize the design and make it your own.]

                  
                

                                  
                  3D Construction Helmet With Sign - Customizable Mockup
Presentation Clipart



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
                  

            

        

    

      
      Start Customizing for Free!
      
      
    

  

      
  
    Effortlessly generate custom creative content using our easy online tools.

               	
          
          3D Real-Time Graphics Maker
          Customize graphics with the 3D interactive viewer and personalized text, images, and colors with real-time feedback.
        
          
	
            
              Video Creator
              Customize ready-made video templates with your personalized edits and settings.
            
          
	
              
          Media Designer
          Edit the design area on custom-enabled clipart, animations, and videos.
              
          
	
            
           Word Cloud Generator
           Choose an icon shape to fill with your own words, and change colors, fonts, and layout.
         
          
	
            
          Graphics Color Changer
          Modify the colors of clipart illustrations or animated clips in Real-Time.
            
          





     
    
        
      View Custom Graphics

    


    
        
      Create a Free Word Cloud

    

  

            
                    [image: a bust of a presenter woman character]
                    "I don't pay for many graphic libraries but always renew and recommend PresenterMedia because they have customizable and animated graphics and powerpoint templates that are beautiful and often animated. The graphics always make such an impression!" Jody P.
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          [image: an image of a round table with a clock on it and chairs around it]
          Customizable ClipArt Image

        


        
            
                            
                            
                        
          Build Animated Clips for Powerpoint and More

        


        
          [image: an image of a book laying down with a road on it]
          Create Unlimited Word Clouds

        


      
        [image: an image of a book laying down with a road on it]
        Customizable ClipArt Image 
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        Customizable ClipArt Image
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    Add Your Message to Our Video Background Templates

  




  
  
      Video Backgrounds You Can Customize!

    

      

      
        
        Easily Make Personalized Videos for PowerPoint and More.

      

      	
                        
                        First, add your message, images, or logo, and change colors.

                        
                
	
                        
                        Next, click the "BUILD CUSTOM GRAPHIC" button.

                        
                
	
                       
                       In just minutes, our machines build your new customized video.

                       
                
	

                      Then, insert the video into PowerPoint and wow your audience.


               



            

        
      GET STARTED NOW


        
      View All Videos

            


        
            *All Customizers Included in Subscription! - There are no additional fees and no monthly limits.

          

  




            

            

          

        













    
        
            [image: An icon picture of a small business shop.]
            Who is PresenterMedia?

        

              


          We are a small business in the United States, started by four visionaries on a mission to make presentation design easier than ever. Learn more about us here.
          


    [image: a golden seal with the words satisfaction Guaranteed on it.]
  
    Only Happy Customers Will Do

    If our products don't help you better create standout designs, then tell us why not, and we will refund you (100% Money Back Guarantee)

  









      
      
      
          Why are our customers so happy? See what they're saying.

          Customer Reviews

                  Over 12,000 5-Star Reviews (View all)
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               raquel H.
              
       

     

             
                 OMG this is one of the most amazing sites, lets me save time and allows me to bring my training material to life. Thank you for keeping this site current and utterly awesome!!!
              

  

 



 

  
    
      [image: a bust of a presenter woman character]
        
          
            
               
                  
                     
                        
          

              
               Paige Y.
              
       

     

             
                 PresenterMedia is the best in the business! If you want engagement and excitement from your audience, I highly recommend their animated templates.
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                 Derek H.
                
         

       

               
                   Love using Presenter Media for work and personal projects, I am always receiving comments and praise on the content and quality! Thank you!
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                 Melanie S.
                
         

       

               
                   This media has transformed so many of our eLearnings and presentations. It is so simple to use and the content always has just the right images, animations, or templates. Awesome!
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                 David C.
                
         

       

               
                   This is the one subscription service I always renew. If you want to liven your Powerpoint presentations, you need this.
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                 Rob M.
                
         

       

               
                   Working in a university, the ability to create customised graphics quickly is really important and gives the impression that a lot more work has been put in than actually has. An avid fan.
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  Fresh New Templates, Videos, Animations, and Clipart Added Weekly.

  (View All Newest)
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                	                      [image: Download or customize this pillar and frame clipart image. Access customization option to personalize and use in presentation/media designs.]

                  
                

                                  
                  Pillar and Frame Clipart
Presentation Clipart



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                                        
                              
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: Download or customize this silver platter idiom.  A customizable clipart image to personalize for presentation/media designs.]

                  
                

                                  
                  Silver Platter of Wealth - Customize
Presentation Clipart



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                            
                  
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: Download this animated clipart of a solar eclipse reaching totality.  Add to presentations/media designs to display this awe-inspiring phenomena.]

                  
                

                                  
                  Solar Eclipse Animation
PowerPoint Animation



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                            
                  
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: Download this animated clipart of a sparkly blue diamond. Symbolize riches and wealth in presentations/media designs.]

                  
                

                                  
                  Sparkly Blue Diamond Animation
PowerPoint Animation



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                                        
                              
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: Illustrate the delicate balance of competing business demands with this editable 3D clipart image.]

                  
                

                                  
                  Balancing Business
Presentation Clipart



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                            
                  
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: Download this queen bee flying animation - An depiction of leadership and authority.]

                  
                

                                  
                  Queen Bee Flying Animation
PowerPoint Animation



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                                        
                              
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: Download this animation of woman using VR to explore innovative ideas.  Add as an animated gif in presentations/media designs.]

                  
                

                                  
                  VR Exploring Ideas Clipart
Presentation Clipart



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                            
                
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: Download this peaceful waters video background to add a motion backdrop of peace and tranquility for presentations / media designs.]
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Video Background



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                                        
                              
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: Download or customize this Clipart image of a man holding a sign the reads shocking announcement.  Use in presentation/media design.]

                  
                

                                  
                  Shocking Announcement Sign Clipart
Presentation Clipart



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                                        
                              
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: A 3D figure holds a large red arrow with an editable area of text and photos - Isolated clipart on a transparent background.]

                  
                

                                  
                  Aim High Arrow Figure
Presentation Clipart



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                            
                
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: Download this video background of a Illuminous hallway filled with glowing ideas.  Use as a presentation / video media design backdrop.]

                  
                

                                  
                  Illuminous Hallway of Ideas Video
Video Background



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                                        
                              
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: A 3d business figure holds up a document with an editable stamp of approval - Isolated 3d clipart on a transparent background.]

                  
                

                                  
                  Business Approved
Presentation Clipart



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                            
                
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: Download this video background of a alpine pinnacle mountain Peek.  Use as a motion backdrop in presentation / media motion designs.]
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Video Background



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
  
     
         
  


                            
                  
                                          

                  
                
                	                      [image: Download this Animation of a sparkly red crystal.  Add it to your presentations / media designs to represent energy, passion, and vitality.]

                  
                

                                  
                  Sparkly Red Crystal Animation
PowerPoint Animation



                                      

                

      
              

            

          
  












        
                  

            

        

    
          

            
      












    
        
          
            New Featured Topics

            New Designs · Customer Suggestions · Feature Content · Blog Posts
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                Convert PPTX PowerPoint Slides to Google Slides
              

              
                This quick read will show you how to open a PowerPoint (.pptx) file in Google Slides.
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                Do Your Images Paste Into PowerPoint with Black Backgrounds?
              

              
                Help! Images have black background in PowerPoint | We have the Fix
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                Learn How to Insert Video in PowerPoint!
              

              
                Unleash the Power of Visuals: Elevate Your Presentations with Video in PowerPoint! This how-to blog shows how to insert engaging videos into your PowerPoint presentations.
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                Easily Flip or rotate an Image in PowerPoint
              

              
                Quickly learn how to flip an image in PowerPoint.  We will also take a look at how to flip a customized image so the text reads the correct way.
              

            
          

        

      


  
    

  



               

               



                

            

        

      

    


  





        
                          
  
    
      Your presentations are going to be amazing!
      See Plans and Pricing
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